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General: The change to this standard will not have an impact on currently listed products. The substantive change is:

• Added an exemption from the impact resistance requirements for ABS bushings, increasers, and closet flanges (see Annex A1.9)

Annex A1, ABS Fittings: Added an exemption from the impact resistance requirements for bushings, increasers, and closet flanges as follows:

A1.9 Individual fittings unassembled shall meet a minimum impact of 20 ft-lbf (27 J) when tested in accordance with Test Method D2444 at 73°F (23°C) using a 12-lb (5-kg) Tup C and Holder B. Test inline couplings cemented to short pieces of pipe and allow to dry for at least 24 h. Bushings, increasers and closet flanges are exempt from this requirement.